vpcAsia service plans
Monthly subscription fee per user

Basic Plan

Standard
Plan

Premium
Plan

¥11,000

¥15,000

¥19,000

Virtual pc, private, dual authentication
Application, hosting
Back up
Disaster recovery
Window / MS Office
Online collaboration

Secure file storage & sharing
Hybrid cloud
Email (accessible from anywhere)
Hosting and collocation
CRM system integration
Logging history, file management, 24/7/365 monitoring

Internal rich chat, voice
PBX on demand

*we tailor services as required.

FAQ

Q: Are your cloud products secure?
A: Yes, we adhere to the same security and audit standards observed in the financial industry.
Q: Are you a public cloud service provider?
A: No. We build a cloud around every customer, a virtual private cloud. In some instances, we even offer a physical
underlying infrastructure for a private cloud.
Q: Do we have to get a full solution at once?
A: It depends entirely on your requirements and / or preferences. In many cases, it is advisable to switch to a complete
cloud service at once, but we view each project uniquely. For example, a customer might only need virtual servers,
or a backup service, or an email service. We are happy to offer advice on the best way forward and deliver specific
customer requirements.
Q: What sort of latency do we experience when connected to our virtual private cloud?
A: Less than 30 milliseconds.
Q: Are there migration costs associated with implementing vpcAsia service?
A: Yes. Roughly 15% of the first year's subscription value.

About us
vpcAsia was founded in Tokyo, Japan, in 2016, with the mission of enabling personalized and protected access to
virtual private computer environments and secure data storage, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, from ANYTHING. We are a
global team composed of members with profound expertise and experience in each role, with high exposure to IT and
user insights & usability in such different sectors as military, security, banking, management consulting, medical, social
media and retail and with high sensitivity to cutting age technology.
Customers are predominantly from the financial sector and other sectors that require highly reliable data access in a
secure environment without compromising built-in business continuity and regulatory compliance. vpcAsia seeks to
partner with customers who wish to outsource IT operations into a private cloud space to ensure better returns on IT
investment and to focus on core business and innovation without security compromises evident in public clouds.
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